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To disrupt the utopian gesamkunstwerk, where sound and image synthesise into a hyperreal 

experience (Schröter 2011), Brechtian theatre and postdramatic performance invoke what Lehmann 

terms the ‘aesthetics of undecidability’ (2006: 100). Here, an audience is unsure whether a pause is 

involuntary (the actor has ‘dried’), or intentional (staged); whether we are dealing with reality or 

fiction.  

This paper will contend that contesting signs from inside Lehmann’s ‘fictive and simulated text cosmos’ 

with signs from outside it, is tantamount to asking a blind person to open their eyes wider. I will 

propose the more radical aesthetic of Edward Bond, whose work for young people frequently 

destabilises the sign itself; a manoeuvre which does not necessitate postdramatic narrative rupture. 

For instance in Tune (2011), fourteen year old Robert is accused of vandalism; in response he 

transforms into a ‘boy-wall’. The paper will analyse the strangeness of this swathed figure, a signifier 

which precedes and indexes its human object, rendering the delimitation between proskene and 

obskene mutable without breeching it. Bond’s wall-figure may remind us of various philosophical and 

dramatic moves to articulate a democratic relation between coded and uncoded positionalities; of 

Kantian autonomy, Heideggerian Perdurance, Lacanian Souffrance; of ancient Ekphratic messenger 

speeches.   
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